Want to Maximize NVMe Performance?
Keep Your Eye on Operational Efficiency
The 451 Take
For datacenter storage, keeping storage and server compute resources separate is a prime virtue, if not a directive, because of its multiple benefits in terms of operational flexibility and costs. This is called disaggregation, and it
involves the use of stand-alone storage systems that are shared by multiple application servers, which is far more
efficient than the use of isolated storage capacity within each application server. Also known as networked (SAN or
NAS) storage, disaggregated storage has become the dominant form of storage in both large and small datacenters over the last two decades.
However, the recent emergence of the NVMe storage protocol challenges the disaggregation principle. The good
news is that NVMe and its networked variant, NVMe Over Fabrics (NVMe-oF), allow even more workloads to enjoy
the benefits of disaggregated storage. By boosting performance, they bring into the fold the minority of workloads
that, for performance reasons, were previously restricted to non-disaggregated storage.
The bad news is that realizing the potential performance of NVMe in shared, disaggregated storage systems is not
simple. Storage system controller latency overheads and the intense parallelism of NVMe are the major reasons for
this. Overcoming these hurdles requires fresh thinking and innovation. A number of approaches have been taken by
vendors selling storage systems that were purpose-designed to maximize NVMe performance, but the huge majority of them involve major compromises with respect to disaggregation. 451 Research believes that IT organizations
should be very aware of this issue, because of its impact on agility, and both capital and operational costs, which are
among the major storage-related pain points reported by enterprises (see figure).

Top Storage Pain Points

Source: 451 Research’s Voice of the Enterprise: Storage, Budgets & Outlook 2018
Q: What are your organization’s top pain points from a storage perspective? (Select up to 3.)
Data/capacity growth

45%

Meeting disaster recovery requirements

29%

High cost of storage (capex)

23%

Delivering adequate storage performance (e.g., throughput, IOPS)

21%

Meeting compliance/regulatory/governance requirements

20%

Growth from new applications

19%

High cost of storage (opex)
Managing data stored with third parties/cloud environments

17%
15%

Multiple storage silos

15%

Lack of skilled staff

14%

Storage migrations
Meeting backup windows

13%
13%

Other 4%
% of Respondents (n=600)
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Business Impact
MOD IF Y IN G E X IS TING S TORAG E SYS T EM S TO U S E N V M E D O ES N OT M A X I M I Z E PER FO RM ANC E .

The majority of NVMe-powered disaggregated or SAN storage systems being sold today are still based on internal
architectures that date from the disk era. Although the performance of these systems has been increased by moving
from SAS to NVMe flash drives, the IO latencies imposed by their main x86 controllers prevent the full NVMe performance from being realized.
OFFLOADING P ROCE S S ING ONTO H O S T S ERV ER S D R I V ES U P C O S T S BY PR EV EN T I N G DI SAG G R EGATI ON. One way to solve the aforementioned problem is to offload the storage controllers by moving some of the

tasks they complete onto the application servers. This has been done in some purpose-designed NVMe storage systems, but it results in storage and compute no longer being disaggregated. It is very arguably a step backward in the
evolution of datacenter storage, since it requires storage software agents to be maintained on application servers.
That increases operational costs and complexity, and consumes host CPU cycles intended for application processing.
RELYIN G ON AP P L ICATIONS FOR DATA S ERV I C ES A LS O D R I V ES U P C O M PLEX I T Y A N D MANAG EMEN T OVE RHE ADS . Another approach is for purpose-designed NVMe storage systems to forgo data services

such as snapshots or RAID protection against drive failures, and instead rely on applications running on host servers
to provide those services. That can result in severely limited data services, and in all cases it forces IT staff to manage
those services from within application silos – again preventing disaggregation, and driving up complexity and administration overheads and costs.
ARC HITECTING S TORAG E TO MA X I M I Z E N V Me PER FO R M A N C E WH I LE R ETA I N I N G S ERV I C E S
MAI N TAIN S DIS AG G REG ATION . Yet another approach is to create storage system architectures that avoid IO

bottlenecks, while still providing storage and data services. Unlike many conventional storage systems that simply
resemble dual-socket servers, such systems are based on innovative internal architectures that separate data IO
from storage services. This allows the performance potential of NVMe to be achieved, while maintaining true disaggregation of storage and compute resources.

Looking Ahead
So far the disruption caused by the transition of datacenter storage from disk to flash has been
limited, and the majority of all-flash storage systems currently being sold by incumbent suppliers
are modified versions of systems that were designed in the disk era. That has been good for customers, and not just because it allows them to continue using products that have become integral
parts of their infrastructure (which is why incumbent suppliers have taken this approach), but also
because it has preserved disaggregation.
But the inevitable switch from the disk-era SAS and SATA storage protocols to the solid-state
NVMe protocol will drive the industry to adopt new internal storage architectures. The industry has
never stopped demanding higher processing performance, and currently the applications that are
in most need of new levels of performance include, but are not restricted to, the hottest areas of IT
– namely, machine learning and big-data analytics. The emergence of faster alternatives to flash as
persistent storage, currently being spearheaded by Intel’s Optane memory, will add to the pressure
to develop new architectures because it will make even greater storage performance possible. The
storage architectures that truly preserve disaggregation will enjoy major advantages.
With the latest version of its award-winning platform, Pavilion Data continues to enhance a
design for NVMe that avoids IO bottlenecks, while providing storage management services
like consistent snapshots and thin provisioning. By reducing latency from the host, across
NVMe-oF networks and through the array to 40 microseconds, boosting read and write
throughput of 90GB/sec and 120GB/sec, respectively, and adding SWARM Recovery for rapid
node rebuilds, Pavilion Data is defining the playing field for NVMe-oF disaggregation.
To learn more, please visit www.paviliondata.com.

